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Abstract

Introduction
VEGF plays an essential role in the vasoproliferative process in 

ROP. It is secreted from Müller cells and astrocytes in response to 
hypoxia caused by hypoperfusion in the retinal layers. Inhibition 
of VEGF bioactivation is a key target in the treatment of ROP [1]. 
The first attempt in ROP treatment was the ablation of VEGF-pro-
ducing retinal avascular areas. For this, cryotherapy was first used 

Purpose: To observe the effect of subconjunctival (SC) approach for the treatment of retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) in an experi-
mental rat model.

Methods: We used 4 groups (G) comprising 18 new-born rats in each. G1: healthy control, G2: untreated oxygen induced retinopathy 
(OIR) control, G3: SC rat anti vascular endothelial growth factor antibody (antiVEGFab) injected and G4: Intravitreal (IVT) antiVEG-
Fab injected. G2, G3 and G4 were exposed to oxygen fluctuations alternating between 50% and 10% every 24 hours until postnatal 
day (p) 14 at which time the groups were placed into room air for 4 days. At p18; OIR was observed through fluorescein angiography 
(FA). G3 and G4 were treated immediately 1 µg/10 µl and 50 ng/2 µl respectively. FAs repeated at p19, p25 and p30. To evaluate OIR; 
modified retinopathy scoring system (MRSS) was calculated according to the FA images, including retinal vascular development, 
vascular tuft formation, extraretinal neovascularization, vascular tortuosity and retinal haemorrhage. Blood analysis was performed 
on the same three days for the measurement of serum VEGF levels. Histopathological evaluation was performed with haematoxylin 
& eosin staining for the vascular lumen quantification on the retinal specimens of the enucleated eyes on the same days.

Results: There was no significant difference between the G3 and G4 at the end of the study according to the MRSS values(p: 0,101), 
systemic VEGF levels (p: 0,796) and vascular lumen counts of histopathological specimens (p: 0,359). 

Conclusion: The therapeutic effect of SC and IVT on OIR were similar. SC anti VEGF treatment may be a safer and effective alternative 
to IVT injection for the treatment of ROP.
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in 1980s. Laser photocoagulation has taken the place of cryothe-
rapy since the 1990s and has become more widespread over time, 
is now the gold standard treatment [2]. However, the long-term 
complications of this treatment, such as visual field defects, high 
myopia, and difficulties in implementation have prompted oph-
thalmologists to seek new treatments [3]. In an ideal treatment 
protocol, vital retinal fields should be protected, the pathological 
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vasoproliferative process should be prevented, and physiological 
retinal vascular maturation must be completed. Anti VEGF Abs have 
been the most studied drugs for this purpose [4-8]. Although IVT 
anti-VEGF Ab treatment is effective in the treatment of ROP, it has 
many complications, such as increased intraocular pressure, lens 
damage, endophthalmitis, intravitreal haemorrhage, retinal tears 
and detachment. Another important risk is the possibility that the 
IVT-injected drug may cause a systemic blockade of VEGF [9]. 

Aim of the Study
In this study, we aimed to compare SC and IVT anti-VEGF Ab in-

jections in terms of treatment success and systemic VEGF blockade 
in an experimental rat model of ROP.

Methods
This study was approved by Gulhane Military Medical Academy 

Haydarpasa Training and Research Hospital Animal Experiments 
Local Ethics Committee with the project number 2016/3. Sevent-
y-two new-born Sprague Dawley rat pups were used. Our study 
complies with the ARRIVE guidelines and the pups were all hand-
led according to the ARVO statement for the Use of Animals in Op-
hthalmic and Vision Research. Eighteen of pups were left in normal 
room air conditions to form a healthy control group. Fifty-for of 
the pups were placed into a transparent plastic, incubator-like box 
with their mothers to cause OIR.

Animal model of ROP (Oxygen-induced retinopathy): All of 
the rats were born at term. At p0, G2, G3 and G4, with their mot-
hers, were placed into the box with cycled oxygen between 50% 

and 10% every 24 hours. At p14, the pups were returned to room 
air for 4 days. In the indoor environment, the only other gas used 
other was nitrogen. We used the best strategy of John Penn to cre-
ate OIR [10]. 

Fluorescein angiography (FA): A total of 1% cyclopentolate, 
1% tropicamide and 2.5% phenylephrine were administered topi-
cally for pupil dilation. Then, 0.05 ml 1% sodium fluorescein was 
injected intraperitoneally (IP). For the evaluation of normal retinal 
vascular development and OIR formation, all groups were subjec-
ted to FA (Spectralis Heidelberg, Germany) at p18 (Figure 1). FAs 
were performed at p19, p25 and p30 to observe normal retinal vas-
cular development, the natural course of OIR, and the response to 
treatment. 

Modified retinopathy scoring system (MRSS): The severity of 
OIR was evaluated using MRSS on FA images. MRSS was applied 

using the following five parameters: retinal vascular development, 
vascular tuft formation, extraretinal neovascularization, vascular 
tortuosity and retinal haemorrhage. We determined 3 equal zones 
with the optic disc in the centre. Vascular development was asses-
sed according to these zones. The assessment was performed ac-
cording to the existence of retinal haemorrhage, while vascular tuft 
formation, extraretinal neovascularization, and vascular tortuosity 
were scored according to the clock quadrant involved (Table 1). 
Bilateral scoring was performed for six rats on each examination 
day from each group to determine the changes in the same rat eye 

Figure 1: FA image samples of the normal rat retina and the OIR-
formed rat retina at p18. (A) In the normal rat retina, 12 vessels 
came out of the optic disc and progressed radially to the periph-

ery of the retina in a regular manner. (B) In the OIR rat retina, 
increased arterial tortuosity and increased venous filling were 

observed which is similar to the appearance of human ROP.

over time. MRSS was applied by the same clinician to all eyes. . Re-
tinopathy scoring methods similar to the ones we use have been 
performed in some previous studies [11-14].

Rat anti-VEGF164 Ab injection: A total of 0.5% proparacaine 
and 20% diluted povidone were administered topically for local 
anaesthesia and antisepsis. The rat anti-VEGF164 Ab (R and D Sys-
tems, Minneapolis, MN) was injected bilaterally. The drug doses 
were 1 µg/10 µl for the SC injection and 50 ng/2 µl for the IVT 
injection. A Hamilton injector and 34-gauge needles were used for 
both injections. The SC injections were administrated from any 
conjunctival area. The IVT injections were administered just poste-
rior to the limbus to avoid lens damage. Then, 0.3% netilmicin was 
applied to the injected eyes.

Blood sampling and sacrificing: At p19, p25 and p30, six rat 
pups from each group were exposed to general anaesthesia with et-
her. A maximum volume of blood was drawn intracardiacally with 
a 1-ml 30-gauge tuberculin syringe. Thus, both blood sampling and 
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sacrificing were performed at the same time. The blood samples 
were centrifuged to separate the serum and stored at -80ºC for rat 
VEGF164 measurements with an ELISA (SunRed) kit.

Enucleation and histopathological evaluation: Bilateral 
enucleation was performed by dissecting the eyes from the optic 
nerve and surrounding intraorbital tissues after sacrificing. After 
enucleation, the eyes were left in a 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) so-
lution for 2 hours. Ten specimens from each eye were prepared and 
stained with haematoxylin and eosin. The vascular lumen counts 
for each specimen were calculated, and the average value for each 
eye was determined. The vascular lumen counts were conducted 
by the same researcher on all eyes. 

Statistical analysis: All statistical analyses were performed 
with SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 
17.0.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Friedman test was conducted 
to assess whether there were significant changes in the VEGF le-
vels, vascular lumen counts and MRSS values. The Wilcoxon test 
was performed to test the significance of pairwise differences using 
Bonferroni correction to adjust for multiple comparisons. Krus-
kal Wallis test was used to compare VEGF levels, vascular lumen 
counts and MRSS values among the groups. Mann-Whitney U test 
was performed to test the significance of pairwise differences using 
Bonferroni correction. An overall, 5% type 1 error level was used to 
infer statistical significance.

Results
Changes in MRSS values   at p18, p19, p25 and p30 in each 
group (Graph 1)

There was no statistically significant decrease in the MRSS valu-
es in G2 over time (p: 0.004). The comparisons were: p18-p19 (p: 
0.169), p18-p25 (p: 1.000), p19-p25 (p: 0.085), p19-p30 (p: 0.150), 
p18-p30 (p: 0.043) and p25-p30 (p: 0.036) (Figure 2).

A statistically significant decrease in the MRSS values was 
observed in G3 (p < 0.001). The comparisons were: p18-p19 (p: 

Graph 1: MRSS values in the groups over course of time.

Figure 2: FA images of time-dependent changes in the same 
retinal area of an untreated rat in G2. (A) At p19, a wide avascular 

area and vascular tufts were seen at the border of the vascular 
- avascular region. (B) At p25, a resolution began, a prevascular 
area was vascularized, a retinal haemorrhage developed at one 
point, venous filling was increased and tortuosity was present. 

(C) At p30, the vascularization did not reach the ora serrata, and 
some areas of NV had formed. The thin arrows in C indicate NVs, 

and the thick arrow indicates the ora serrata.

0.004), p18-p25 (p: 0.002), p18-p30 (p: 0.002), p19-p30 (p: 0.002) 
and p25-p30 (p: 0.002). However, the decrease in the p19-p25 (p: 
0.030) range was not significant (Figure 3). 

A statistically significant decrease in the MRSS values also ob-
served in G4 (p < 0.001). The comparisons: p18-p19 (p: 0.002), 
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0 1 2 3 4
Retinal haemorrhage Absent Present
Vascular maturity (zone) mature immature zone 3 Immature zone 2 Immature zone 1
Vascular tuft (clock quadrant) Absent < 3 3 - 5 6 - 8 9 - 12
Extraretinal neovascularization (clock quadrant) Absent Mild < 3 Moderate 3 - 6 Severe > 6
Vascular tortuosity (clock quadrant) Absent Mild < 3 Moderate 3 - 6 Severe > 6

Table 1: Modified retinopathy scoring system.



Figure 3: FA images of time-dependent changes in the same 
retinal area of an SC-treated rat in G3. (A) At p18, a retinal hemor-

rhage was present in the OIR model with, peripheral avascular 
space, mild tortuosity in the vascular structures, and vascular tufts 
at the border of the avascular-vascular space. (B) At p19, one day 

after the SC injection, the retinal haemorrhage dimensions and 
tortuosity decreased. (C) At p25, retinal hemorrhage was much 

smaller, the vascular area was wider, and the NV and vascular tufts 
regressed. (D) At p30, the vascularization reached the ora serrata 

(thick arrow).

Figure 4: FA images of the time course of the same retinal area of 
an IVT treated rat in G4. (A) At p18, - a large avascular area. (B) 

At p19 - less avascular space. (C) At p25 - the avascular area was 
further reduced, and two small haemorrhagic areas were ob-

served. (D) At p30 - the vascular structures were advanced to the 
ora serrata (thick arrow).

p18-p25 (p: 0.003), p18-p30 (p: 0.002), p19-p30 (p: 0.002) and 
p25-p30 (p: 0.005). However, the decrease in the p19-p25 (p: 
0.012) range was not significant (Figure 4).

Comparison of the MRSS values between the groups at p18, 
p19, p25 and p30 (Graph 1)

At p25, the MRSS values of G2 were significantly higher than 
those of both G3 and G4 (p < 0.001, p < 0.001, respectively). Howe-
ver, there was no significant difference between G3 and G4 (p: 
0.100). 

The severity of retinopathy in G2 at p30 was significantly higher 
than that in both G3 (p < 0.001) and G4 (p < 0.001). No significant 
difference was observed between G3 and G4 (p: 0.101).

Changes in the serum VEGF levels   at p19, p25 and p30 in each 
group (Graph 2)

There was a statistically significant decrease in the G1 serum 
VEGF levels over time (p: 0.006). All reductions in p19-p25 (p: 
0.028), p19-p30 (p: 0.028) and p25-p30 (p: 0.046) were statisti-
cally significant. 

There was a statistically significant decrease in the G2 serum 
VEGF levels over time (p: 0.002). All reductions in p19-p25 (p: 
0.028), p19-p30 (p: 0.028) and p25-p30 (p: 0.028) were statisti-
cally significant. 

There was a statistically significant decrease in the G3 serum 
VEGF levels over time (p: 0.002). The reductions in p19-p25 (p: 
0.012) and p19-p30 (p: 0.012) were statistically significant, but a 
slight increase between the p25-p30 interval was not statistically 
significant (p: 0.779). 

There was a statistically significant decrease in the G4 serum 
VEGF levels over time (p: 0.009). The reductions in the p19-p25 (p: 
0.012) and p19-p30 (p: 0.028) were statistically significant, but a 
slight increase between p25-p30 interval was not statistically sig-
nificant (p: 0.345). 

Comparison of the serum VEGF levels between the groups at 
p19, p25 and p30 (Graph 2)

At p19; the systemic VEGF levels in G1 were significantly lower 
than G2 (p: 0.004), G3 (p: 0.002) and G4 (p: 0.004). The VEGF levels 
between G2-G3 (p: 0.014), G2-G4 (p: 0.749) and G3-G4 (p: 0.197) 
were not statistically significant.

At p25; the systemic VEGF levels in G1 were statistically signi-
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ficantly lower than those in G2 (p: 0.004) but significantly higher 
than those in G3 (P: 0.005) and G4 (p: 0.004). The VEGF levels in 
G2 were significantly higher than those in G3 (p: 0.002) and G4 (p: 
0.004). There was no significant difference between G3 and G4 (p: 
0.796). 

Graph 2: The VEGF levels (pg/ml) in the groups over the course 
of time.

At p30, there was no significant difference between the 4 groups 
(p: 0.265).

Changes in the vascular lumen counts   in the histopathological 
specimens at p19, p25 and p30 in each group (Graph 3)

The decrease in G2 was not statistically significant (p: 0.293) 
(Figure 5). 

There was a statistically significant difference in G3 over time. 
The comparisons; p19-p25 (p: 0.069) and p25-p30 (p: 0.069) were 
not significant but the decrease in the p19-p30 interval was signifi-
cant (p: 0.017) (Figure 5).

 There was a statistically significant difference in G4 over time. 
The comparisons; p19-p25 (p: 0.028), p19-p30 (p: 0.028) and 
p25-p30 (p: 0.046) were significant (Figure 5).

Comparison of the vascular lumen counts between the groups 
at p19, p25 and p30 (Graph 3)

No significant difference was found between the groups at p19 
(p: 0.572) and p25 (p: 0.117) (Figure 5).

At p30, there was a statistically significant difference. The vas-
cular lumen counts in G2 were higher than those in G3, but there 
was no statistically significant difference (p: 0.032). However, the 

Graph 3: The vascular lumen counts in the groups over the 
course of time (since this was a pathological assessment, G1 was 

excluded).

Figure 5: Haematoxylin and eosin stained histopathological 
sections. The images represent G2, G3, and G4 from left to right 
and, p19, p25 and p30 from top to bottom. The arrows indicate 

vascular lumens on the retinal surface.

vascular lumen counts in G2 were significantly higher than those in 
G4 (p: 0.013). There was no significant difference between G3 and 
G4 at p30 (p: 0.359) (Figure 5).

Discussion
The experimental animal model, which is the best recapitulati-

on of the human ROP, is the 50/10 model developed by John Penn 
[10]. In this model, the changes seen over time are as follows. At 
p12, the increase in vascular tortuosity is similar to that in human 
disease. At p14, retinal VEGF reached the maximal levels and large 
avascular areas appeared, which accounted for approximately 30% 
of the retinas. At p18, a significant increase in VEGF levels in the 
vitreous occurred, which was consistent with human stage 3 ROP, 
and led to the growth of the vessels away from the retinal surface 
and towards the vitreous. At p25, the intravitreal neovascularizati-
on (NV) reached the maximum levels, and the OIR began to resolve. 
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At p30, the complete resolution of OIR was observed. These findin-
gs have been confirmed by several studies [11-14]. We constructed 
the rat OIR model, planned the follow-up scheme and the methodo-
logy of our study in accordance with these data.

Geisen., et al. [15] showed that a 50-ng IVT injection of rat an-
ti-VEGF164 Ab blocked NV and did not disrupt the physiological reti-
nal vascularization, 50 ng of the Ab was defined as a neutralization 
dose of rat anti-VEGF164 Ab. This was also confirmed by Hartnett., 
et al [12]. Since we performed the IVT injections with 50 ng doses. 

The main purpose of the IVT anti-VEGF Ab injection in ROP the-
rapy is to reduce the VEGF levels in the vitreous and to direct the 
VEGF gradient to the retina without blocking the physiological level 
of VEGF in the retina, to maintain physiological vascularization and 
block the intravitreal vasoproliferation. John Penn (10) reported 
that VEGF levels were significantly increased in the vitreous at p18. 
For this reason, we planned our treatments at p18 when the vessels 
begin to migrate from the retinal surface to the vitreous due to the 
VEGF gradient to block the vasoproliferative process in the vitreo-
us, while the physiological retinal vascularization continues. 

There are no reports on the pharmacokinetics of rat anti-VE-
GF164 Ab after SC injection, but a similar study on ranibizumab, a 
human anti-VEGF Ab, was published by Zhao., et al [16]. The aut-
hors reported that the amounts of drug in the vitreous were 389.67 
mg/ml and 53.67 mg/ml, respectively, one week after the same do-
ses of IVT and SC injections into rabbit eyes. After two weeks, the 
amounts of drugs from the IVT and SC injections were 319.33 and 
12.67 mg/ml, respectively. Within two weeks, Zhao., et al. observed 
that the range of the drug concentration in the vitreous after the 
SC and IVT injections varied between 1/7 and 1/27, respectively. 
Although this study was conducted in rabbits, the data in this study 
guided our SC treatment. In our study, since the follow-up period 
after injections was approximately two weeks, we determined that 
the SC dose should be 20 times higher than the IVT dose. 

The MRSS changes in G2 showed that the severity of retinopathy 
slightly decreased in the p18-p19 interval and then increased sli-
ghtly in the p19-p25 interval. Neither the p18-p19 nor the p19-p25 
intervals were statistically significant. However, a significant decre-
ase in the severity of retinopathy occurred in the p25-p30 interval. 
This result means that the resolution of OIR approximately begins 
in the p25 - p30 interval in the rat OIR model, and this result was si-
milar to the results of many previous studies [11-14]. A significant 
decrease in the MRSS between the p18-p19 interval showed that 

therapeutic effects of the SC and IVT injections began to appear 
one day after injection. This effect continued and slightly increa-
sed between the p19-p25 interval and then became more powerful 
in the p25-p30 interval. Although the therapeutic effect of the IVT 
treatment was stronger than SC treatment from first day to the end 
of the study, this difference did not reach a statistically significant 
point at any time during our study. We think that this was one of 
the most striking findings of our study. Additionally, the therapeu-
tic effect of both the SC and IVT treatments began with-in 24 hours 
of the injections. The most notable finding in this study was that 
there was no significant difference between G3 and G4 in any time 
interval. We think, that the similarities between the rapid effects of 
the SC and IVT injections were due to the rapid absorption of drug 
from the subconjunctival and episcleral spaces to the vitreous and 
retina.

We observed that the systemic VEGF levels in healthy rat pups 
were significantly lower than those in all the OIR groups, which we 
expected. In the OIR groups, the systemic VEGF level was approxi-
mately 1.5 - 2 times higher than in the healthy group. In addition 
to this finding, in all the OIR groups, there was a statistically signi-
ficant decrease in the p19-p25 interval. We think that, this result 
was due to the natural decrease of the OIR-related high systemic 
VEGF level in G2. However, in G3 and G4, this decrease was asso-
ciated with a systemic VEGF blockade effect induced by the rat an-
ti-VEGF Ab in addition to the natural decrease in the OIR-related 
high systemic VEGF levels. In our study, we observed that this effect 
decreased systemic VEGF levels below the level of healthy rat pups 
at approximately before p25 until p30. We thought that systemic 
side effects of the SC and IVT anti-VEGF Ab injections would occur 
due to this extreme decrease in systemic VEGF levels at this cri-
tical time interval. We observed that, the systemic VEGF-blocking 
effects of the treatments started between p19 - p25, and these ef-
fects were correlated with the therapeutic effect on the vitreous 
and retina at the same time. It is crucial that the systemic VEGF 
levels were approximately at the same level at p30. Although the 
SC treatment is potentially disadvantageous in terms of dose and 
volume in our study, there was no significant difference in terms of 
the systemic VEGF blockade effect, which is an important factor for 
systemic side effects. In light of these data, we conclude that there 
is no difference between the two treatments in terms of the comp-
lications that may occur through systemic VEGF blockade after the 
SC and IVT treatments.
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In the histopathological examination, we did not detect any ne-
ovascular progression on retinal surface and vitreous of healthy rat 
pups in any time interval. However, in all the OIR groups, there were 
NVs on the retinal surface in all time intervals. Additionally, in G2, 
we also detected vascular lumens in the vitreal space. In addition to 
this result, there were no vascular lumens in the vitreous in G3 and 
G4 in any time interval. We think that injections at p18 when the 
VEGF gradient had begun to increase in the vitreous prevented the 
neovascular progression in vitreous space in G3 and G4. A statisti-
cally insignificant reduction in the number of vascular lumens on 
the retinal surface in G2 suggests that the disease was minimal and 
mostly resolved by this time. The neovascularization blocking effect 
of the SC treatment reached a significant point at the second week 
in our study. The effectiveness of the IVT treatment on NV started 
between the p19 - p25 interval and continued until p30. When G3 
and G4 were compared, the IVT treatment was superior to the SC 
treatment in terms of efficacy for reducing NV, but this difference 
was not statistically significant in our study. 

Although the SC injection appears less effective than the IVT 
injection in terms of the histopathological results NV is only one 
of the characteristic features of ROP, and ROP also involves other 
pathologies in both the acute and chronic stages, which were used 
as criteria for the MRSS in our study. The MRSS results shows that 
the SC treatment is as effective as IVT treatment in OIR rat pups. 

Conclusion
In conclusion, the SC injection of the rat anti-VEGF164 Ab is effe-

ctive for the treatment of the rat OIR model, and this effect is very 
close to the IVT treatment. The systemic VEGF blocking effects of 
SC and IVT injections are similar. This similarity suggests that there 
is no disadvantage for the SC treatment in terms of complications 
arising from systemic VEGF blockade compared to the IVT treat-
ment. It is also clear that the likelihood of the SC injections leading 
to ocular complications is much less than that of the IVT treat-
ments. We think that the likelihood of the SC injections leading to 
ocular complications is much less than that of the IVT treatments 
due to no penetration into the globe. In light of this information, if 
the results of our work are supported by further studies on a large 
number of animals and humans, we think that SC injection may be 
a safer and effective alternative to IVT injections for the treatment 
of ROP in the future.
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